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Chapter 3261 “There‘s still time for you to leave. “I can decide for Young 

Master Burton here. 

“We‘ll pretend that nothing ever happened. 

Bohdi coldly chuckled with murderous intent clearly showing in his eyes. 
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“But if you don‘t leave right now, then don‘t blame me for what happens next.” 

Harvey York shrugged. 

“Oh? 

“I‘m so scared!” 

“Stop showing off already, Harvey! 

Bohdi let out a chuckle. 

“I‘m from India, but I also have a lot of connections here! 

“Flutwell Police Station‘s second–in–command , Logan Bowie himself, is my 

brother! “He can throw you behind bars if he wants to!” 

Bohdi threatened Harvey with a calm look on his face. 

“Logan? 

“The second–in–command?” 

Harvey burst out laughing. “Fine! Get him here to take me in then!” exclaimed 

Harvey. 

“I‘ll give you 1.5 billion dollars if you can actually get him to do that!” 
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Bohdi stood frozen. He did not expect to get that reaction from Harvey. He 

had no idea what to reply at that moment. 

“Don‘t you realize just how powerful Flutwell Police Station‘s second–in–

command is? 
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Bohdi could not help but warn Harvey. 

“That man has authority over the entire damn city!” 

“Just get him here already,” replied Harvey calmly with a smile. 

“I‘m waiting.” 

“Fine! You got spunk! 

Bohdi was utterly irritated. 

“Since you want to die so badly, I‘ll gladly fulfill your wish! 

“Just wait! You‘ll end up horribly in a bit!” 

Bohdi coldly chuckled. 

He was not as impressive as Eli Burton, but he was still a Vaishya. He had 

been acting all high and mighty his entire life. 

He was not an essential part of the Bharata Business Council , but he had 

many resources and connections in Flutwell. 

The people who tried to go against him were all already dealt with. 

The beautiful women who knew just how powerful Bohdi was could not help 

but laugh. 

‘Compared to the young masters of the Bharata Business Council, Harvey is 

nothing!‘ 

A kept man dares to go against this many Vaishyas?‘ 



There‘s just no point!‘ 

‘If Bohdi wanted Harvey dead, he wouldn‘t even know what hit him!‘ 

The women felt that there was a big show about to happen. 

Everyone took their seats while the air was still a little tense. 

Harvey sat right beside Xynthia Zimmer without paying any respect to Eli, who 

had a dominant look on his face. 

Eli showed a cold gaze before he waved his hand. Plenty 

of delicious food was brought over soon after. 

The Dragon Set was popped open, revealing a faint smell of alcohol. Without 

Eli even saying anything, Bohdi had already poured everyone a glass with a 

warm smile on his face. 

“No thanks. I‘m allergic to alcohol.” 

Xynthia firmly refused to have the drink as Bohdi walked toward her. 

“I‘ll toast everyone with tea instead.” 

Bohdi‘s eyes lit up after hearing Xynthia‘s words. 

“It‘s such a big day, Ms. Zimmer! It‘s such a rare occurrence for us to meet 

like this! 
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“You have to drink! You can‘t replace this with tea! 

“Besides, not many people have seen this drink before! 

L L LLL 

“This set alone costs hundreds and thousands of dollars! You‘ll regret it if you 

don‘t try it!” 
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Chapter 3262 

“Come on! It‘s just one glass!” 

Bohdi still poured Xynthia Zimmer the drink anyway. 

Xynthia shook her head. 

“I‘m really allergic.” 

“Don‘t be such a downer, Xynthia ! Please drink some!” 

“Yeah! We‘re all guests here! We should be going along with the host! You 
shouldn‘t be this impolite!” 

“Young Master Burton and Young Master Bohdi are prominent figures of the 
Bharata Business Council! How are you supposed to make a career out of 
yourself if you‘re being this disrespectful?” 

“You‘ll gain so much just by having the drink! There‘s no way that you don‘t 
understand, do you?” 

Everyone spoke up in unison to pressure Xynthia into drinking. 

Xynthia just kept quiet with a calm look on her face. 



Eli Burton thought about the situation before he opened his mouth. 

“You‘re not mad at us going at your brother–in–law now, are you?” asked Eli 
profoundly. 

“I am!” replied Xynthia coldly. Eli chuckled before he showed a cold gaze. He 
never expected that this woman was so much more different than the others. 
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Not only did Xynthia not try to cling to Eli, but she also kept denying his pursuit 
without fail. 

Indeed, it was pretty troublesome. 
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But the more troublesome it was for Eli to get Xynthia , the more interested he 
would get. 

After showing a smile on his face, he shifted his gaze toward Harvey York. 

“We were wrong before, Sir York! We shouldn‘t have made fun of you! 

“I apologize on behalf of everyone here!” 

Eli then pretended to bow in front of Harvey before promptly changing the 
subject. 

“It‘s a big day today, Sir York. Now that we‘re all gathered here, we should all 
at least be having a drink of the Dragon Set, don‘t you think?”. 

Harvey smiled with a profound look on his face. 

“Right! We should drink! It‘s a big day, after all! 

“But you should stop forcing Xynthia! She really is allergic to alcohol! 

“Instead, I‘ll pay my respects to everyone! 

“I‘ll drink her portion as well! 

Harvey held his glass up and smiled calmly. 



“Since I‘m her brother–in–law and boyfriend, I should be the one helping 
Xynthia with this!” 

Bohdi was about to step up in front of Harvey, but Eli gave him a look on the 
side. 

Bohdi came to his senses before he walked forward with a bright smile. 

“You‘re right! You‘re exactly right! You should drink in her stead! 

“Come! Here‘s a toast!” 

Bohdi then downed the whole glass, looking refreshed in doing so. 

Xynthia kicked Harvey‘s leg, signaling him not to be so reckless. 

She was not that stupid, after all. Obviously, she could tell Eli and the others 
were up to no good. 

Harvey completely ignored her. 

“Good man! I‘m up next!” 

Then, Harvey also downed his glass. 

“What a man, Sir York!” 

Eli walked toward Harvey, all smiley–faced. 

“I‘ll drink as well!” 
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“According to the rules of the table, everyone must drink the first three 
glasses!” exclaimed Harvey while squinting his eyes. 
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Eli froze before he lightly nodded. “Right! That‘s right! 

“Let‘s go together! We‘ll finish ours first with Sir York before we continue! 



Eli swiftly downed his drink after he was done talking. “Come, Sir York! Here‘s 
your second glass!” 1 
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Chapter 3263 

“Here’s to our friendship, Sir York!” 

Eli Burton raised his glass. 

“Right!” 

Harvey York clinked his glass with Eli’s before they chugged their drinks 
down. 

Soon after, everyone had three glasses of drinks. 

After Eli gave everyone a look, a young man stepped forward with a warm 
smile. 

“Here’s a toast to meeting you, Sir York!” 

“Enough, Harvey! Let’s get out of here!” 

Xynthia Zimmer kept tugging on Harvey’s clothes after seeing those people 
trying to get Harvey drunk. 



Harvey completely ignored Xynthia and merely smiled at the young man. They 
clinked glasses before Harvey downed his drink again. 

“You’re such a generous man, Sir York! Let’s get along…” 

“I strive to have an outlook like yours, Sir York!” 

“It’s so good to meet you, Sir York!” 

Around eight young masters from India went up to 
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Harvey for a toast. 

They were being so hospitable, as if Harvey was their savior. 

Harvey smiled while constantly clinking his glass with the others. He had no 
intention of stopping any time 

soon. 

Half of the Dragon Set was already gone then. 

Cold sweats were dripping down Xynthia’s head after seeing three whole 
bottles of alcohol shoved down Harvey’s throat. She kept telling Harvey to 
leave the place, but he pretended not to hear her. 

Xynthia was starting to regret bringing Harvey here. 

They should never have showed up in the first place. 

“What’s the point of drinking with a bunch of men, Sir York? 

“You should drink with us girls instead!” 

Diana Lee walked over with a group of women after Eli gave her a look. 

“You have to come, Sir York!” said Diana with a warm 

smile. 

She even blew Harvey a kiss while showing a seductive 



look on her face. 

Xynthia stood up furiously. 

“I’ll drink with you, Diana!” 

“That won’t be good! 

“You’re allergic to alcohol! You can’t drink!” exclaimed Diana with a smile. 

“Since ancient times, only men can drink for women! Not the other way 
around! 

“He’s your man! 

“What are you going to do if his reputation gets spoiled because of you? 

“How do you want him to show his face to the public in the future? 

Diana then showed a curious look when she glanced at Harvey. 

“Are you done, Sir York? 

“You should know that men aren’t allowed to say that at any moment…” 

The crowd was chuckling after hearing those words since they clearly meant 
something different. Everyone was showing profound looks as they quietly 
watched the sight. 

“Of course! 

Harvey chuckled with the confidence to take on the entire 

world. 

“Sit down, Xynthia. Watch me make them drop one after another!” 

Diana chortled. 

“Good man! If you outlast us, we’re all yours!” 

Diana then clinked her glass with Harvey’s before downing her drink. 



Harvey squinted before doing the same. 

He was not trying to do anything much. His face was a little red while his body 
swayed ever so slightly. 

The wealthy women were coldly chuckling when they saw the sight before 
they also walked toward him with drinks in hand. 

Their goal was simple. They only wanted Harvey to be drunk out of his mind. 
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Chapter 3264 

The Dragon Set was all empty after another round. 

Eli Burton coldly chuckled when he saw the sight. 

“This guy’s such an idiot. He must be an amateur. 

‘We’re obviously trying to wear him down. Can’t he see that?‘ 

Everyone knew that Harvey York was about to topple sooner or later when 
they saw him walk while swaying around. 

Bohdi was showing a playful smile when he saw the sight as well. 

‘As expected from Young Master Burton. 

‘He learned so much to win with strategy alone.‘ 

Bohdi clapped his hands before the waiter brought over another Dragon Set. 

He brought over two bottles of Ace of Spades and handed one to Harvey. 



“Let’s drink a bottle each, Sir York! You’re a man, aren’t you?” 

Xynthia Zimmer was terrified after seeing the sight. 

“You can’t drink anymore, Brother–In–Law!” 

Chapter 32 204 

“It’s okay! I’m fine! 

“I can hold my liquor! 

Harvey seemed like he was in a daze while his body kept swaying. He 
grabbed the bottle with a smile on his face and replied, “Let’s do it!” 

Bohdi smiled back. 

“Right! I’ll go first!” 

The two started downing the drinks out of the bottles. 

They looked as if they were competing, but they seemed a lot more serious 
than before. 

The bottles were seven hundred grams each. That in itself was an alarming 
number. 
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But Eli was surprised that Harvey was still standing even though he seemed 
to be on the verge of passing out. His body kept swaying, but he never really 
fell to the ground. 

Xynthia kept convincing Harvey to stop drinking, but Harvey never faltered. 

After everyone drank a bottle each, not even a single 

sound could be heard in the box. 

Eli and the others lie on the ground, paralyzed. Every single one of them was 
grabbing their collars as they gasped loudly. Nobody had the strength to 
continue drinking with Harvey anymore. 



Harvey smiled and walked up to everyone after seeing the sight. 

“Come! We’re all good friends here! 

“I should at least return the favor for such passion, right? 

“What goes around, comes around! 

“Men can never say that they’re done! 

“Here’s to apologize to all of you for being such a show off, offending Young 
Master Burton and Young Master Bohdi. I can’t be held responsible if I didn’t 
recognize who they were in the first place, right?” 

Harvey never stopped chugging the drink in his hand while showing such a 
warm smile. 

Eli and the others were derisively looking at Harvey initially, thinking he was 
just looking for his death for drinking this much while he was already that 
drunk. 

But soon, their expressions changed. 

Harvey seemed like he was about to fall, but he never did. 

Eli and the others felt their heads spinning after another round of drinks. They 
were on the verge of toppling over. 

Diana Lee and the other women lay wasted on the table without any strength 
to get back up. 

Eli’s eyes and mouth were constantly twitching. 

He seemed like he could hold his liquor, but who would even go against 
Harvey drinking entire bottles? 

Even Eli, who had been running his mouth the entire time, spoke in a choppy 
tone. 

Who knew that Harvey had no intention of stopping at all? He even kept 
ordering more drinks when nobody 

even said a word. 



The men had to chug three whole bottles of the Ace of Spades under 
Harvey’s coercion. 

They could not even keep themselves upright any longer. 
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Chapter 3265 

Soon after, Bohdi toppled before everyone else followed 

suit. 

Xynthia Zimmer was completely shocked! Her brother–in -law was just 
impressive! 

Harvey York carried a bottle right in front of Eli Burton, who was already 
getting pretty sluggish. 

“For the mighty country of India, let’s have another toast!” said Harvey with a 
smile. 

Eli had no chance even to decline such a good excuse. 

Eli’s body was constantly trembling while his eyes were filled with despair, but 
he had to grab the bottle Harvey had brought over. 

Eli was going mad as soon as he chugged the bottle down. It was his first time 
seeing someone this good at drinking. 

All of his schemes… 

They were all turned into jokes at this very moment! 



Eli’s body was going limp while his stomach was burning. If he kept drinking, 
he would actually go insane. 

Harvey did not give him a chance to rest, though. He grabbed another bottle 
with a warm smile and said, Come! Come! For the mighty Vaishyas!” 
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“Right… Right….” 

Eli could not focus his attention any longer. After 

drinking another half a bottle, he could not help but fall to the ground. 

At the same time, Harvey threw his bottle away and calmly stood up. 

He had been drinking alcohol like water during his three years serving in the 
army. He could not possibly get drunk that easily. 

After looking around him, Harvey opened up the remaining bottles before 
pouring them all into Eli and Bohdi’s mouths. 

The young masters were as drunk as skunks. They did not even have the 
strength to catch their breath. 

Xynthia was completely shocked! 

‘Brother–In–Law’s insane! 

‘He outlasted more than twenty people?! 

‘He’s nuts! 

“That’s so scary! 

“How did you do it, Brother–In–Law?! 

Xynthia walked up and touched Harvey’s forehead. Naturally, she was still a 
little worried. 

“Are you okay? 

“Are you drunk?” 



“I’m fine, Xynthia. Go grab a cab.” 

Harvey let out a chuckle. 

“I’ll be out there soon. I need to puke.” 

Xynthia was not worried anymore after seeing the sober look on Harvey’s 
face. Soon, she went outside to call for a cab. 

Harvey walked toward Eli and searched his body before he found a small 
bottle. 

After taking a whiff of the bottle, Harvey’s gaze turned cold. 

It was Hallucinogen, a drug that caused hallucinations. It was not a strong 
dose, but it was enough for a small girl like Xynthia. 

Eli clearly harbored bad intentions since the very beginning! 

Harvey coldly chuckled before he opened the bottle. Then, he dumped the 
entire bottle’s content into Eli and Bodhi’s mouths and dragged them into the 
restroom. After that, he woke them up and restored some of their 
consciousness by giving them a healthy splash of water on their faces. 

The two started embracing each other soon after. 

Harvey calmly took a picture before locking the restroom door. He got the 
treasure he needed. 

When he returned to the club’s entrance, Xynthia had already gotten a cab. 

Harvey then took Xynthia to a roadside stall for a nice midnight snack before 
returning to the Hatchet Gang’s base camp. 

Harvey told Kayden Balmer to send a few more people to protect Xynthia 
covertly for the next few days. 

He could not be bothered about people like Eli and Bohdi… 

But he would not mind wasting some effort on them if they were to go against 
him again 
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Chapter 3266 

On the next day, in Hearthstone Corporation. 

Mandy Zimmer had been working overnight before she walked out of her 
office with a miserable look. 

Because of Lilian Yates, she could not just stay in the Hatchet Gang’s base 
camp. One of the rooms in the building was turned into a makeshift room for 
her to rest for the time being. 

Mandy took small sips of the porridge that she had made 

herself. 

It was not as easy to manage the company at all. Other than all the detailed 
accounts she had to sort out, the shareholders were scattered when they held 
their own 

authority. 

Even if Mandy could make all the shots for the company because of her 
seventy percent shares, the shareholders should not be underestimated. 

Along with the xenophobic behavior of Flutwell’s upper social circle, Mandy 
had been living a tough life for the past few days. 



But after thinking that Harvey was the one who got all the shares for her, 
Mandy took a deep breath before going through the accounts again. 

If she still could not do a decent job after Harvey gave everything to her 
without any return, there would be no chance for her to rise within the Jean 
family. 

Bam! 

Right at this very moment, a loud sound seemed to echo from the building’s 
front door. Mandy instinctively stood up after hearing that sound. 

“What are you doing?!” 

‘Aaagh!” 

(( 

The security guards who heard the sound were slapped to the ground. 

Soon after, about eight people fiercely strode into the building. 

And behind those people, there were two bald Demon Monks. 

They were wearing yellow robes just like regular monks, but they looked as if 
they were gangsters. 

Their wretched gazes would occasionally land on the woman in black in front 
of them. 

The woman was none other than Diana Lee from the Bharata Business 
Council. 

She led the group into the company and slapped away the security guards 
herself. 

Mandy frowned. 

“Who are you? Why are you here?” 

Diana only met Xynthia Zimmer when she was here the other day. Obviously, 
Mandy did not know her. 



Diana squinted at Mandy for a short while before she chuckled coldly. 

“Search the place!” 

The bodyguards and monks behind her split up and started searching every 
single room in the building. 

The workers who stayed during their break time were all kicked out of the 
rooms. They were utterly terrified. 

They did not expect that they would get in trouble during 

overtime. 

The workers were dragged to the hall soon after. 

Mandy showed a cold expression when she saw everything that had 
happened. 

“What is the meaning of this?! 

“You barged into my company, kicked down my door, – smashed my 
equipment, and even hit my workers! 

“You’re completely lawless!” 

“You must be Mandy, right?” exclaimed Diana without properly replying to her. 

Grapici J200 

“Call Harvey here right now!” 

Mandy froze. 

“What for?” 

“What for? 

Diana gave a cold glare at Mandy. 

“That’s none of your damn business! 

“What you need to do right now is to call him right f* cking now! 



“He needs to die!” 4 
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Chapter 3267 

“If you‘re not telling me what I need to know, I won‘t call him,” replied Mandy 
Zimmer with a serious look. 

“You better leave right now, or I‘ll call the cops.” 

Mandy did not know what kind of grudge the woman before her had against 
Harvey York... But she feared that Harvey would suffer after seeing the two 
Demon Monks here. 

“I‘ve been looking for him the entire day... 

“But I still couldn‘t find this goddamn b*stard! 

“You‘re his ex–wife, but we can only keep you here since we can‘t find him! 
Diana Lee glared coldly at Mandy. 

“You better make the call right now, or it‘ll be bad if I get angry!” 

Obviously , Diana had no idea that Harvey was living in the Hatchet Gang’s 
base camp. 

If she did, she would probably stay away from him. 

In her mind, Harvey would definitely show himself if Mandy was used as bait. 



“Don‘t you understand me?!” 

Mandy‘s face instantly darkened. “This is the Hearthstone Corporation! Our 
shareholders are all prominent figures in the city! 

“The company doesn‘t welcome you! Get out of here right now, or...” 

Slap! 

Before Mandy could even finish her sentence, Diana stepped forward and 
slapped her across the face. 

Mandy grunted while taking a few steps back. A bright red palm print was 
showing when Mandy was filled with disbelief. 

Diana held her palm with a bossy look on her face. 

“Who are you even? “Do you think you have the right to go against the 
Bharata Business Council?! 

“Kneel! 

“And tell Harvey to return here! 

“If he won‘t, don‘t even think of standing back up your entire damn life!” 

Diana was showing a cold gaze. 

Eli Burton and Bohdi were utterly enraged about what happened the day 
before. 

If Diana could not rectify the problem immediately, she would end up horribly. 

“I don’t care who you are, but don’t forget. This is my company!” exclaimed 
Mandy while covering her face. 

“I can sue you until you go bankrupt for destroying my property and doing 
whatever you please here!” 

Then, Mandy pulled out her phone to call the police. Diana coldly scoffed. 

“Looks like you won’t learn until I teach you a damn lesson! You don’t know 
just how scary the Bharata Business Council really is!” 



The female companions behind Diana stepped forward, snatched Mandy’s 
phone, and pushed her to the ground. 

“What are you trying to do?!” 

Mandy kept struggling, but she was completely outnumbered. She was pinned 
to the ground at that moment. 

After that, she was dragged to the couch and tied up immediately. 

Mandy had no chance of escaping. 

“This is illegal trespassing and imprisonment!” she exclaimed with a frown on 
her face. 

“You’re lawless!” 

“Lawless?” 

Diana let out a chuckle before patting Mandy‘s face. 

“Kneel!” 

Mandy scoffed. 

“Dream on!” 

Slap! 

Diana slapped Mandy across her face once again. 

“Didn‘t you understand what I said?!” 
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Chapter 3268 

Mandy Zimmer gritted her teeth while enduring the throbbing pain on her face. 

“I‘ll never kneel before you...” 

Slap! 

Diana Lee swung the back of her palm across Mandy’s face. 

Simultaneously, Diana furiously grabbed a handful of Mandy‘s hair and 
slammed her head on the table. 

Mandy felt a sharp pain before her head spun. She was on the verge of 
passing out at this moment. 

She was the head of the ninth branch of the Jean family, but she had never 
fought anyone in her entire life. She had to suffer to those who did things this 
way in Flutwell... 

Bam bam! 

The women behind Mandy kicked her on the back of her – knees, forcing her 
to be on her knees. Her face was completely swollen and covered in blood. It 
was truly a sorry sight. 

Diana crossed her arms and looked down at Mandy with a smirk. 

“Oh my. Aren’t you a feisty one? 

“You’re kneeling anyway, aren’t you?” 

The women were laughing at Mandy’s misery. 

They were already jealous of Mandy’s beauty. After seeing Mandy getting 
beat up like this, they were filled with glee. 

Mandy gritted her teeth. 

“You’ll pay for this!” 

“Oh? Still talking back, are we?” Diana replied with a peculiar tone. 



“Go! Slap this b*tch in the face! See if she still dares to speak up after this!” 

After hearing the orders, Diana’s female companions took turns slapping 
Mandy one by one. 

They were exhilarated. After all, it was truly satisfying to squash such a 
beautiful and strong woman like Mandy. 

The pain was almost unbearable, but Mandy still tried not to scream to 
maintain what was left of her dignity. 

Bam! 

Before long, Mandy could only see darkness in front of her before she passed 
out. 

It was already eight o‘clock when Harvey York received the news. 

Lilian Yates and Xynthia Zimmer were panicking in the hall when the 
emergency room was closed shut. 

“Brother–In–Law!” 

Xynthia sprinted toward Harvey with a worried look on her face. 

Harvey lightly nodded. 

“Are you alright, Xynthia?” 

“You need to ask, you b*stard?! 

Lilian, who was all covered in jewelry, burst out in anger before Xynthia could 
even speak. 

“If it weren‘t for you provoking people that you shouldn‘t have, Mandy wouldn‘t 
have ended up like this!” 

Lilian wanted to slap Harvey in the face so badly. But then, Xynthia stepped in 
and stood before Lilian. 

“This isn‘t his fault! It‘s all because of me!” 

“You‘re still standing up for this b*stard?! 



“The workers already said it! 

“They came for Harvey! 

“They lashed out at my daughter because they couldn‘t find him! 

“You kept causing trouble all over the place after I kicked you out of the damn 
family! You just want my daughters to die before you can stop, right?!” 

Lilian was boiling in anger. 

“Remember this, you b*stard. I‘ll kill you myself if anything happens to my 
daughter!” 

Harvey took a deep breath. 

“She‘ll be fine! “I asked the Deathbuster to treat her wounds. 

“She‘ll be fine.” 

Harvey did not have any medical skills, but since Rudolph was still in Flutwell, 
he told Ansel Torres to get him here as soon as possible. 
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Chapter 3269 

Harvey York shifted his gaze toward Xynthia Zimmer. 

“Do you know who did it?” Harvey asked quietly. 

“Was it Eli Burton?” 



Harvey more or less understood the situation. He thought that Joseph Bauer 
was the one who did it, but he would not do something this stupid after 
discovering that Harvey was the head of Longmen’s Law Enforcement. 

That was why Harvey suspected the foolish people he had met the day 
before. 

Those people were doing whatever they pleased in someone else’s country. 
They knew not only when to stop, but they were even acting all high and 
mighty about it. They were truly lawless people. 

“It’s Eli and the others! 

Xynthia felt responsible. 

“The surveillance cameras in the company building were all destroyed by 
them, and the workers wouldn’t dare call them out either! Nobody can do 
anything to them right now! 

“Even if they were arrested, they still had diplomatic immunity since they’re 
not from here! The police also can‘t do anything to them!” 

Lilian could not help but snicker after hearing Xynthia‘s words. 

“Aren‘t you impressive, Harvey? 

“Aren‘t you? “What? You can‘t do anything when your woman‘s getting all 
beat up like this? 

“If you‘re really that capable , then go and kill off those fools already! 

“Everything will be settled after that!” 

“Don‘t worry. I‘ll handle this. Harvey took a deep breath. 

“I’ll give Mandy a statement by tomorrow.” 

Bam! 

Rudolph and the others walked out of the emergency room at this moment. 

Rudolph seemed a little exhausted. 



Lilian rushed forward and quietly asked, “How‘s my daughter, Doctor?” 

She had always been a selfish woman, but she would obviously care about 
her daughter since she was her money tree. 

Rudolph glanced at Harvey before he nodded. 

“The patient‘s not in danger right now. Her soft tissue was injured, and her 
brain was also damaged. 

“She might have a concussion if we don‘t handle it properly. “I‘ll try to 
minimize her injuries. She should be able to recover within a couple of weeks. 

“The problem is that I just got notified that the hospital wants us to leave 
immediately! 

“They say that this is illegal! 

“And we have to pay 1.5 million dollars for using their emergency room.” 

Rudolph was at a total loss. He came here as soon as possible to treat 
Mandy‘s wounds after getting the call... But he did not expect that the hospital 
instantly issued an eviction order after they welcomed them in. 

“The hospital actually asked you to leave?” 

A cold gaze was showing in Harvey‘s eyes. 

This was not the case when Rudolph was first let inside the hospital. Why did 
they suddenly change their mind? 

“Who asked you to stop?” asked Harvey coldly. 

“I did!” 

A doctor in a white coat walked out from the side of the hallway, as if she had 
been waiting for Harvey. A few bodyguards and nurses followed behind her 
with extremely fierce looks. 

There was a nameplate on the doctor’s chest with the name “Reina Lee” 
written on it… She also looked pretty similar to Diana Lee… 

Harvey immediately understood what had happened. What a small world! 
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Chapter 3270 

Reina Lee walked over with a cold expression. 

“This is a hospital, not a supermarket! 

“You think you can just barge into our hospital and treat any patient as you 
please?! 

“Who‘s going to take responsibility if anything goes wrong?! 

“Don‘t you know that these people are our investors as well?! 

“Do you think we can just treat them without giving them a thorough diagnosis 
to bleed their money first?! 

“Where is the hospital going to get the money when word spreads about this?! 

“We gave you the permission to use the emergency room for the sake of you 
giving us fourteen thousand dollars along with the fact that you‘re also a 
doctor... 

“But how dare you try to ruin our reputation?! 

“Do you know how much money we‘ll lose because of you?!” 

Reina was boiling with anger at this moment. 

The beautiful nurses and strong bodyguards were also showing fierce looks 
on their faces. 



In their eyes, Rudolph and the others had already broken their rules for 
treating the patient. 

This was why they were being chased out at this moment. 

Xynthia was showing a horrible expression. 

“My sister‘s in a bad situation! It‘s bad enough that you‘re not helping her 
immediately, but you‘re also blaming Mr. Rudolph and the others for not taking 
extra fees?! 

“Are you even a doctor? Do you people have morals?” 

“What do you mean by that?!” screamed Reina cynically. 

“Let me tell you something! Money is everything in this hospital! 

“If you don‘t give us a damn cut, don‘t even try to get out of this place alive! 

“Now... 

“Either you give us the damn money for the diagnosis, or you get out of this 
place right now! 

“You want to use our hospital without giving us money? 

“What are you thinking?!” 

Xynthia was infuriated. 

“How dare you say something like that?! 

“I’m suing all of you!” 

‘She wants to sue?!‘ 

The nurses and bodyguards laughed. Apparently, they did not take Xynthia’s 
threat seriously. 

The entire hospital was focused only on one thing, money. So what if Xynthia 
was going to sue? If suing worked, then how was the hospital still making 
money? 



“Go! Do it then!” cried Reina. 

“Sue us already! 

“We’ll grovel in front of you if using actually works! 

“You think this is a place to speak reason?! 

“What a joke!” 

“You…” 

Xynthia and Lilian were boiling with anger. 

Lilian was outraged at that time. She had been unreasonable her entire life, 
but this was her first time seeing someone way worse than her! 

Slap! 

Harvey wasted no time slapping Reina in the face… 

Reina shrieked when she was sent flying. Her white coat was immediately 
sullied when she landed back on the ground. A bright red palm print could be 
seen on her swollen face then... 

Reina sat on the ground, frozen. She could not believe what had just 
happened. 

She never thought someone dared to lay their hands on her in the hospital. 

“He hit me!” Reina screamed. 

“There‘s trouble here!” 

“Call security!” 

The nurses furiously glared at Harvey. 

“You’re dead!” 

“You messed up big time!” 

“You won‘t get out of this place unscathed!” 



Obviously, it was their first time seeing someone acting this arrogant in the 
hospital. 
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